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What to do when the trend is not your friend?



A year ago there was 

great hope that Wits 

2.0 had been found 

in Australia’s Pilbara.

It would be the 

biggest gold 

discovery in a 

century, one 

controlled by juniors. 

It would be the Bre-X 

Redemption.

But will it ever be 

more than a 

playground for 

Backhoe Bobs and 

detectorists?

What is the size of the Pilbara prize?



Wits 1.0 has yielded 1.6 billion 

oz gold with at least 1 billion 

oz left from thin but laterally 

extensive quartz pebble 

conglomerate reefs at 10 g/t 

gold consisting of 100 micron 

sized detrital gold grains. The 

origin of so much gold is 

controversial.



The most intellectually compelling theory is one 

propounded by Quinton Hennigh was that the 

emergence of photosynthesis precipitated gold out of 

enriched seawater during the onset of oxygenation.



Novo tackled the Wits 2.0 dream in 2010 in the 

Beatons Creek area but by 2015 it was clear that 

the gold grade faded away downdip. Then in early 

2017 QH got wind of very large nuggets being found 

in conglomerate bedrock by detectorists 350 km to 

the northwest in the Karratha region.



Novo went on a staking and optioning spree that assembled 

10,000 sq km in the northwest of the Pilbara where older 

basement rocks were not the exposed bedrock. It soon 

became apparent that nuggets showed up wherever 

conglomerate sandwiched between Mt Roe basalt and 

basement was exposed. Was Wits 2.0 bigger than Wits 1.0?
2010

2018



From jack-hammering 

cowboys to Karratha Live 

at the Denver Gold Show 

Quinton Hennigh put on 

quite a show, helping Novo 

achieve a valuation 

approaching $2 billion and 

raise over $80 million.



The Thin Edge of the Wedge



At Comet Well in the Lower Cannonball 

KX157 averaged 10.4 g/t gold and 

KX158 only 1.5 g/t. No news since May 

31, 2018. One data point does not make 

a resource.

At Purdy’s Reward in what is now called the Upper 

Cannonball conglomerate the gold nuggets appeared 

to concentrate within a horizon 40 cm above 

basement rock. No news since Feb 14, 2018. Still 

waiting for 3 samples 5-7 tonnes taken in December.



Pacton Gold the new 

Canadian landholder in 

Pilbara targeting the thin 

edge of the wedge. Pacton

has 10% of Novo’s valuation.



Back to America: Nevada 2.0



Getchell-Twin Creeks

Carlin

Pipine-Cortez Hills-Goldrush

Long Canyon

South Grass Valley

ATV

Railroad-Pony CreekEcru

Major Carlin Type Gold Systems & Nevada 2.0 Plays



300 million 

year evolution



Journey Across the Valley



Chasing the Trend: Nevada 1.0 vs Nevada 2.0



Nevada 2.0: 

enzyme leach, 

MMI, mercury 

gas sniffing





Hydrogeochemistry: a regional target generation 

tool ideally suited for Nevada’s basins





What if another Cortez Hills is found?



Hermosa-Taylor: $2.1 billion buyout of Arizona Mining 

Inc at $6.20 by South32 to own the biggest recent 

discovery in America. Closing late August.



Carbonate Replacement Systems yield 

high grade big value discoveries.



West Desert: already in the money with 

exploration potential testing underway.



Are there more Bingham Canyon scale 

deposits to be found in Utah?



Are there more Homestake scale 

deposits to be found in South 

Dakota?



Maybe the Back to America trade war 

push will not have the desired 

consequences, but one unavoidable 

consequence will be the need for domestic 

metal and gold supply.
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